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 Save your time and voice over for the RIGHT VOICE. Two seconds of dialogue can save up to 1 hour of research and 20 hours
of recording time. You know your script well enough to speak it from the right voice. And now you don't have to. PRO version
of Dialogue Match has been in beta for many months now and users are already enjoying the many features that were promised
at launch. All that is left is the final polish. New tweaks and bug fixes are coming soon. Features: *Over 2500 different voices
(more than double what we launch with). *20,000 voice profiles. *Create new voice profiles from existing ones. *Load up to
200 samples at a time. *Subset your sample collection by instrument. *Loads with latest samples. *Load and save MP3 and
WAV files. *Customise by adding or removing certain voice properties. *Save as and load as new presets in the application.
*Export and import a spreadsheet style dialogue profile. Just import your new dialogue profile and voila! Works on Mac, PC
and Linux. Works for any video project. 100% Opti VO. DISCOVER MORE How to make a bad sound make good. A good
sound make bad. What are the secrets to getting a great sound? Are there any tricks that we can use in our productions? If we
can figure out how to get a great sound with less money and more time, I think we'd all be a lot more likely to stay in the good

groove. And the more good sounds we make the better we become, right? So, for all of you professionals out there, for those of
you who consider yourself great producers, I think it's about time we get some tips on how to record better sound. Tips are a bit
of a challenging thing to pin down. But here are some suggestions that we have come up with, to help you with your recording,
that you can check out. Finally, it's time to tell the world how to make great sounding, low budget productions. Check out our
video "How to make a bad sound make good." VOEXTREMS.TV - Online Recording School I don't remember a time before
recording school was around. But I'm sure that if you want to know how to record a bad sound make good, you will find the

answer in one of the many video tutorials that are uploaded to the internet. We have posted a number of free quality VO
tutorials on our website that cover the basics and take you step by step 520fdb1ae7
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